Culinario Master Touch
Intuitive, patented control combined
with proven Culinario technology
Clear control by display
The newly developed Culinario Master Touch food showcase combines the proven advantages of the Culinario
system with new, intuitive controls by 4.3“ touch displays.
The operator can individually select pre-set programmes
for each GN area by way of clearly structured pictures. If,
for example, the operator wants to present schnitzels on
one GN field, he selects the matching picture, in this case
breaded schnitzels; this leads him to the ideal programme
settings for that product.
With the included software, you may also create your own
pictures and upload them to the showcase with a USB
stick.
Culinario Master Touch allows you to work with the programmes as well as manually – the settings may be adjusted at any time in accordance with the user authorizations.
Likewise, standard dish placement layouts can be saved
as complete programmes and recalled for future use.

Modern LED technology
Additionally, the modern Master Touch showcase convinces with its 4-colour LED lighting. The resulting optimum
colour balance guarantees an ideal and appealing lighting
of most diverse dishes in a single showcase.
The advantages of Culinario Master Touch:
Intuitive menus on the 4.3“ touch screens easily 		
guide the operating personnel to the ideal climate
settings
Optional customer-side displays for product
declarations, price labels, etc.
Pre-set product-specific settings guarantee optimum
product quality and perfect lighting
4-colour LEDs for perfect colour settings for each GN
2,500 lumen light intensity
Product configuration plans can be set and stored
as a comprehensive programme and selected as 		
needed
Optical and acoustic reminders to replenish water for
process safety
The included software makes it easy to create your
own product programme images
USB interface allows you to upload your own images
and transfer programmes between appliances

Culinario Master Touch

Dish placement plans can be saved as overall programmes and recalled.

4-colour-LEDs for perfect colour balance on
each GN.

Optionally available with displays on the
customer side for product declarations, price information, etc.

The Intuitive menu navigation via 4.3“ touch displays surely guides the service personnel to the
right climate settings.

Culinario Master Touch - Technical specifications (dimensions for variation 5E)
Presentation
surface

Electrical
connection

Electrical
power

Plug

GN 2/1
- fitted / table top
- mobile/ free-standing

2 x GN 1/1

230 V

2.10 kW

12/Schuko

GN 3/1
- fitted / table top
- mobile/ free-standing

3 x GN 1/1

GN 4/1
- fitted / table top
- mobile/ free-standing

4 x GN 1/1

GN 5/1
- fitted / table top
- mobile/ free-standing

5 x GN 1/1

Model

Beer Grill AG
Allmendstraße 7
CH-5612 Villmergen

Dimensions
mm (WxDxH)
770 x 650 x 604
770 x 650 x 1304

400/230 V

3.15 kW

15/Schuko
1110 x 650 x 604
1110 x 650 x 1304

400 V

4.20 kW

15/CEE 16
1450 x 650 x 604
1450 x 650 x 1304
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400 V

5.25 kW

15/CEE 16
1790 x 650 x 604
1790 x 650 x 1304
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